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We address the challenging issue of how CP violation is realized in higher dimensional gauge theories

without higher dimensional elementary scalar fields. In such theories interactions are basically governed

by a gauge principle and therefore to get CP violating phases is a nontrivial task. It is demonstrated that

CP violation is achieved as the result of compactification of extra dimensions, which is incompatible with

the 4-dimensional CP transformation. As a simple example we adopt a 6-dimensional U(1) model

compactified on a 2-dimensional orbifold T2=Z4. We argue that the 4-dimensional CP transformation is

related to the complex structure of the extra space and show how the Z4 orbifolding leads to CP violation.

We confirm by explicit calculation of the interaction vertices that CP violating phases remain even after

the rephasing of relevant fields. For completeness, we derive a rephasing invariant CP violating quantity,

following a similar argument in the Kobayashi-Maskawa model which led to the Jarlskog parameter. As

an example of a CP violating observable we briefly comment on the electric dipole moment of the

electron.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.81.076006 PACS numbers: 11.10.Kk, 11.30.Er, 11.15.�q

I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the great success of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
model [1], the fundamental origin of CP violation still
seems to be elusive. Once space-time is enlarged such
that it contains extra spatial dimensions, some new types
of mechanisms of CP violation may be possible. In this
paper we address the question as to whetherCP violation is
realized as the result of compactification of the extra
spatial dimensions.

In order to extract the new type of CP violating mecha-
nism due to the compactification, we will work in the
framework of higher dimensional gauge theories without
(higher dimensional) elementary scalar fields. Namely we
exclude, e.g. the models of universal extra dimension,
where the Higgs scalar is introduced and the same mecha-
nism of CP violation as that in the Kobayashi-Maskawa
model is operative.

A typical example of such theories is 10-dimensional
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, which is the low-
energy point particle limit of the open string sector of
superstring theory. An interesting and nontrivial question
is how to get CP violation in this type of higher dimen-
sional gauge theory. Let us note that in such theories all
interactions including possible four-dimensional Yukawa
couplings are basically controlled by the gauge principle
and therefore, the theory to start with is expected to be CP
invariant, since all gauge couplings are of course real. Thus
to realize CP violation is a challenging issue.

Since the original theory is CP invariant, a possible way
to break CP would-be ‘‘spontaneous violation.’’ More
precisely, one of the few possibilities to break CP symme-
try in such theories is to invoke the manner of compacti-
fication [2,3], which determines the vacuum state of the

theory. (See also Ref. [4] for a discussion of CP symmetry
in orbifold superstring theories.) An important observation
in the argument is that although C and P transformations in
higher dimensions can be easily found such that c c ¼
C �c t, Cy�MC ¼ �ð�MÞt; for instance, they do not simply
reduce to ordinary 4-dimensional transformations and
should be modified in order to recover the 4-dimensional
ones. Interestingly, such a modifiedCP transformation was
demonstrated to be equivalent (for even space-time dimen-
sions) to the complex conjugation of the complex homoge-
neous coordinates za describing the extra space [3],

CP: za ! za�: (1)

For illustrative purpose, let us consider the four generation
model in Type-I superstring theory with six-dimensional
Calabi-Yau manifold defined by a quintic polynomial

X5
a¼1

ðzaÞ5 � Cðz1z2 � � � z5Þ ¼ 0: (2)

CP is broken only when the coefficient C is complex, since
otherwise the above defining equation is clearly invariant
under za ! za�. Another possibility of spontaneous CP
violation in this type of theory is due to the vacuum
expectation value of an effective four-dimensional scalar
field, which is originally the extra space component of the
gauge field and may have an odd CP eigenvalue [5,6].
Unfortunately, the Calabi-Yau manifold is not easy to

handle and to derive the resultant 4-dimensional couplings
is very challenging. In this paper, we focus on a much
simpler compactification, where interaction vertices are
easily obtained. Namely, we discuss CP violation in the
six-dimensional U(1) model due to the compactification on
a 2-dimensional orbifold T2=Z4. We note that the six-
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dimensional model is the simplest possibility for incorpo-
rating a complex structure for the extra space.

The Z4 orbifolding turns out to lead to CP violation.
Without explicit calculations of interaction vertices we can
easily understand the reason for CP violation from the
following geometrical argument. Let the extra space coor-
dinates be ðy; zÞ and combine the pair of coordinates to

form a complex coordinate ! ¼ yþizffiffi
2

p . The orbifold is

obtained by identifying the points related by the action of
Z4, the rotation on the y� z plane by an angle �

2 , ð�z; yÞ �
ðy; zÞ (see Fig. 1). Or, by use of the complex coordinate,

i!�!: (3)

As was discussed above and is explicitly shown below
[see Eq. (27)], in terms of the complex coordinate the CP
transformation is known to be equivalent to a complex
conjugation [3]

CP: ! ! !�: (4)

Therefore, as a result of the CP transformation i! and! in
(3) are transformed into ði!Þ� ¼ �i!� and !�, respec-
tively, and after the CP transformation the orbifold condi-
tion becomes

ð�iÞ!� �!�: (5)

Namely CP acts as an orientation-changing operator; the
rotation by an angle �

2 has been changed into a rotation by

an angle� �
2 . This feature is illustrated in Fig. 2. Hence the

orbifold condition is not compatible with the CP trans-
formation and therefore the CP symmetry is broken as the
consequence of the orbifold compactification.

This argument implies that Z2 orbifolding does not lead
toCP violation, since the identification�!�! is equiva-
lent to�!� �!�, or in other words, a rotation by an angle
� is equivalent to a rotation by an angle ��.

In the language of the KK (Kaluza-Klein) mode func-
tion, CP violation in Z4 orbifolding may be understood as
follows. A generic mode function � of ðy; zÞ or equiva-
lently of ! ¼ yþizffiffi

2
p should have an eigenvalue t under the

action of Z4, as is seen in Eq. (10) in the next section,

�ði!Þ ¼ t�ð!Þ ðt4 ¼ 1Þ: (6)

What we obtain from (6) by taking its complex conjugation
is

��ð�i!�Þ ¼ t���ð!�Þ: (7)

This means after the CP transformation, �ð!Þ ! ��ð!�Þ,
etc., the mode function has eigenvalue t� under the action
of Z4. Thus for mode functions with complex eigenvalues
t ¼ �i the orbifold condition is not compatible with the
CP transformation, leading to the CP violation originating
from these mode functions. In fact, we will see in this
article that the presence of such mode functions results in
CP violating interaction vertices.
We will discuss how the CP violating phases emerge in

the vertices of four-dimensional gauge and Yukawa inter-
actions including nonzero KK modes. The phases are con-
firmed to remain even after the rephasing of relevant fields
by showing a concrete example and also constructing
rephasing invariant quantities. As the typical example of
CP violating observable, which may be relevant for a
model without generation structure, we briefly comment
on the electric dipole moment (EDM) of electron.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,

the mode functions on the T2=Z4 orbifold are constructed
and their orthonormality conditions are derived. In Sec. III,
our model is introduced and after fixing the Z4 eigenvalue
of each field the fields are expanded as the sum of KK
modes by use of the mode functions. In Sec. IV, four-
dimensional mass eigenstates and corresponding mass ei-
genvalues are obtained from the free Lagrangian, where a
R�-type gauge-fixing term for the sector of gauge-Higgs

bosons is added. In Sec. V, we derive gauge and Yukawa
interaction vertices with respect to the mass eigenstates. In
Sec. VI, we demonstrate, as a simple example, that CP
violating phases appear in the interaction vertices of KK
photons and argue that the phases remain even after pos-
sible rephasing of the fields. In Sec. VII, we derive a
rephasing invariant CP violating quantity, following a
similar argument in the Kobayashi-Maskawa model [1],
which led to the Jarlskog parameter [7]. In Sec. VIII, we
briefly comment on the EDM of electron in our model.
Section IX is devoted to the summary.FIG. 1. The identification of points in the orbifold T2=Z4.

FIG. 2. The CP transformation acting on the orbifold T2=Z4.
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II. MODE FUNCTIONS ON T2=Z4

The orthonormal set of mode functions on T2 is given as

’ðm;nÞðy; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R
eiððmyþnzÞ=RÞ ðm; n: integersÞ: (8)

Then the eigenfunctions of Z4 with eigenvalues t ¼ �1,
�i are constructed by a superposition

~�
ðm;nÞ
t ðy; zÞ ¼ 1

2½’ðm;nÞðy; zÞ þ t3’ðm;nÞð�z; yÞ
þ t2’ðm;nÞð�y;�zÞ þ t’ðm;nÞðz;�yÞ�;

(9)

which satisfies (with t4 ¼ 1) [8]

~�
ðm;nÞ
t ð�z; yÞ ¼ t ~�ðm;nÞ

t ðy; zÞ: (10)

Namely the eigenfunctions are obtained by the succes-
sive action of Z4, the rotation on the y� z plane by an
angle �

2 , on the mode functions on T2.

Let us note ~�ðm;nÞ
t are also obtained by the rotation in the

momentum space ðmR ; nRÞ ! ðnR ;� m
RÞ:

~�
ðm;nÞ
t ðy; zÞ ¼ 1

2
½’ðm;nÞðy; zÞ þ t3’ðn;�mÞðy; zÞ

þ t2’ð�m;�nÞðy; zÞ þ t’ð�n;mÞðy; zÞ�: (11)

This means the extra-dimensional momenta can be re-
stricted to a ‘‘fundamental domain’’ shown in Fig. 3: (m �
1, n � 0 or m ¼ n ¼ 0). By use of the orthonormality of

’ðm;nÞ,Z �R

��R
dy
Z �R

��R
dz’ðm;nÞðy; zÞ�’ðm0;n0Þðy; zÞ

¼ �m;m0�n;n0 ðm; n;m0; n0: integersÞ; (12)

and (11), we easily getZ �R

��R
dy

Z �R

��R
dz ~�ðm;nÞ

t ðy; zÞ� ~�ðm0;n0Þ
t0 ðy; zÞ

¼ �m;m0�n;n0 �
�
�t;t0 ðm � 1; n � 0Þ
4�t;1�t0;1 ðm ¼ n ¼ 0Þ : (13)

Thus the orthogonal set of mode functions are known to be
[m � 1, n � 0 or m ¼ n ¼ 0 (only for t ¼ 1)]

�ðm;nÞ
t¼1 ðy; zÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ 3�m;0�n;0

p ~�ðm;nÞ
t¼1 ðy; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 3�m;0�n;0

p �
cos

�
myþ nz

R

�
þ cos

�
ny�mz

R

��
;

�ðm;nÞ
t¼�1ðy; zÞ ¼ ~�ðm;nÞ

t¼�1ðy; zÞ ¼
1

2�R

�
cos

�
myþ nz

R

�
� cos

�
ny�mz

R

��
;

�ðm;nÞ
t¼i ðy; zÞ ¼ �i ~�ðm;nÞ

t¼i ðy; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R

�
sin

�
myþ nz

R

�
� i sin

�
ny�mz

R

��
;

�ðm;nÞ
t¼�iðy; zÞ ¼ �i ~�ðm;nÞ

t¼�iðy; zÞ ¼
1

2�R

�
sin

�
myþ nz

R

�
þ i sin

�
ny�mz

R

��
:

(14)

In terms of these mode functions, a generic bulk field Fðx; y; zÞ is KK-mode-expanded as follows depending on its
Z4-eigenvalue t;

Fðx; y; zÞ ¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

1
2�RF

ð0ÞðxÞ þ 1
2�R

P1
m¼1

P1
n¼0 F

ðm;nÞðxÞ½cosðmyþnz
R Þ þ cosðny�mz

R Þ� ðfor t ¼ 1Þ;
1

2�R

P1
m¼1

P1
n¼0 F

ðm;nÞðxÞ½cosðmyþnz
R Þ � cosðny�mz

R Þ� ðfor t ¼ �1Þ;
1

2�R

P1
m¼1

P1
n¼0 F

ðm;nÞðxÞ½sinðmyþnz
R Þ � i sinðny�mz

R Þ� ðfor t ¼ iÞ;
1

2�R

P1
m¼1

P1
n¼0 F

ðm;nÞðxÞ½sinðmyþnz
R Þ þ i sinðny�mz

R Þ� ðfor t ¼ �iÞ:
(15)

The presence of the factor i in the fields with t ¼ �i
signals CP violation.

III. THE MODEL AND Z4-EIGENVALUE
ASSIGNMENT

As the simplest realization of CP violation, we consider
six-dimensional QED compactified on T2=Z4, whose

Lagrangian is given as

LQED ¼ ��6f�Mði@M þ gAMÞ �mBg�6

� 1
4ð@MAN � @NAMÞð@MAN � @NAMÞ

ðM;N ¼ 0� 3; y; zÞ; (16)

where gauge fixing and F-P ghost terms have not been

FIG. 3. The fundamental domain in the plane of extra space
components of momentum.
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shown explicitly. Let us note that in contrast to the case of a
five-dimensional model with S1=Z2 orbifold, the bulk mass

term�mB
��6�6 is allowed, since Z4 is a rotation in the y-z

plane, under which ��6�6 is obviously invariant. The
electron described by the zero mode of (the half of) �6

thus has a mass mB. Note also that Ay and Az have non-

trivial Z4-eigenvalues, as is discussed later, and therefore,
have neither zero modes nor VEV’s.

The Z4 symmetry implies that the extra space compo-
nents of AM, i.e. Ay and Az, and �6 should properly trans-

form under the action of Z4. First, defining a complexified
coordinate and vector potential

! 	 yþ izffiffiffi
2

p ; A! 	 Ay � iAzffiffiffi
2

p ; (17)

the transformation properties of Ay and Az are equivalent to

A!ðx; i!Þ ¼ ð�iÞA!ðx;!Þ: (18)

Namely, A! is an eigenfunction under Z4 with eigenvalue
�i and is mode-expanded as

A!ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

Aðm;nÞ
! ðxÞ

�
sin

�
myþ nz

R

�

þ i sin

�
ny�mz

R

��
; (19)

where Aðm;nÞ
! are complex functions, whose real and imagi-

nary parts are denoted by Aðm;nÞ
y and Aðm;nÞ

z , respectively:

Aðm;nÞ
! 	 Aðm;nÞ

y �iAðm;nÞ
zffiffi

2
p .

Since Z4 is a rotation of an angle �
2 , the 6-dimensional

Dirac fermion transforms as

I� �y�zffiffiffi
2

p �6ðx; i!Þ ¼ ð�iÞ1=2�6ðx;!Þ; (20)

where the phase-factor has an arbitrariness and is chosen
such that�6 has a zero mode. We decompose�6 into two
four-dimensional Dirac spinors:

�6 	 c
�

� �
: (21)

In this base,

�� ¼ �� 
 I2 ¼ ��

��

� �
;

�y ¼ �5 
 i�1 ¼ i�5

i�5

" #
;

�z ¼ �5 
 i�2 ¼ �5

��5

" #
:

(22)

Then from (20) and (22) we find

c ðx; i!Þ ¼ ð�iÞc ðx;!Þ; �ðx; i!Þ ¼ �ðx;!Þ: (23)

Let us note that only � is allowed to have a zero mode.

Accordingly, each field is mode-expanded as

c ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

c ðm;nÞðxÞ
�
sin

�
myþ nz

R

�

þ i sin

�
ny�mz

R

��
;

�ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R
�ð0ÞðxÞ þ 1

2�R

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

�ðm;nÞðxÞ

�
�
cos

�
myþ nz

R

�
þ cos

�
ny�mz

R

��
:

(24)

Wewill show below that the factor i in front of sinðny�mz
R Þ in

the mode expansion of c ðx; y; zÞ results in CP violating
phases in the interaction vertices of A� with c .

One may wonder if the requirement of anomaly cancel-
lation affects the CP violation by enforcing the introduc-
tion of additional fields. Fortunately, our model is easily
shown to be free from both four-dimensional and six-
dimensional anomalies, and there is no need for additional
fields. First, the four-dimensional anomaly due to the zero

mode �ð0ÞðxÞ trivially vanishes, since �ð0ÞðxÞ is a four-
dimensional Dirac spinor and its coupling to the photon is
vectorlike. Concerning the six-dimensional anomaly [9],
we note that each of c and � is ‘‘nonchiral’’ in a six-
dimensional sense. Namely, each fermion has both eigen-
values �1 of �7 	 �0�1 � � ��y�z. This is easily seen,
since in the base (22) �7 ¼ �5 
 �3 and the eigenvalue
of �7 is the product of the eigenvalues of the four-
dimensional chirality and extra-dimensional chirality,
namely, the eigenvalues of �5 and �3, respectively. Each
of c and � has eigenvalues 1 and �1 of �3, respectively,
while each spinor is a four-dimensional Dirac spinor and
has both eigenvalues,�1 of �5. Thus, each of c and� has
both eigenvalues �1 of �7. These properties come essen-
tially from the fact that we have started with a 6-
dimensional Dirac spinor. Hence, each of c and �, being
‘‘nonchiral’’ in six-dimensional sense, does not yield any
six-dimensional anomalies.
In the base of gamma matrix (22) the ‘‘modified’’ P and

C transformations, corresponding to ordinary four-
dimensional ones, are explicitly given as

P: �6 ! ð�0 
 �3Þ�6;

C: �6 ! ðc4 
 �3Þ ��t
6 ðc4 ¼ i�2�0Þ: (25)

We can easily check that under the C transformation
defined by (25), a pair of bilinears of �6, namely

ðVy; VzÞ ¼ ð ��6�
y�6; ��6�

z�6Þ transforms into
ð�Vy; VzÞ, while ðVy; VzÞ is invariant under the P trans-
formation. Accordingly, a pair of extra space coordinates
ðy; zÞ should transform as

P: ðy; zÞ ! ðy; zÞ; C; CP: ðy; zÞ ! ðy;�zÞ: (26)

We thus explicitly confirm the transformation property of
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the complex coordinate discussed in [3]:

CP: ! ! !�: (27)

IV. THE MASS EIGENSTATES AND MASS
EIGENVALUES

Substituting the mode expansions (19) and (24), together
with

A�ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R
Að0Þ
� ðxÞ þ 1

2�R

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

Aðm;nÞ
� ðxÞ

�
�
cos

�
myþ nz

R

�
þ cos

�
ny�mz

R

��
;

(28)

in the Lagrangian (16) and integrating over the extra space
coordinates y and z we get the effective theory from four-
dimensional perspective.

We first focus on the free Lagrangian to get the mass
matrices for various fields of a fixed KK mode. Let us note
that there should be a mixing between c and � for
fermions and a mixing between A� and a certain linear

combination of Ay and Az through a Higgs-like mecha-

nism, both only for nonzero KK modes. To get mass
eigenstates and their mass eigenvalues, we need to diago-
nalize the mass matrix in the base of c and� for fermions
and put a suitable gauge-fixing term to eliminate mixing
for the gauge-Higgs sector.

The mass matrix for the fermion in the base of c ðm;nÞ and
�ðm;nÞ for a given nonzero mode ðm; nÞ (m � 1, n � 0) can

be read off from the part ��6fið�y@y þ �z@zÞ �mBg�6.

After the y, z integrations this part yields the mass term�
m� in

R
�c ðm;nÞ�5�ðm;nÞ þ H:c:

�
�mBð �c ðm;nÞc ðm;nÞ

þ ��ðm;nÞ�ðm;nÞÞ: (29)

In order to eliminate �5 in the first parenthesis, we perform
a chiral rotation,

�ðm;nÞ ! ~�ðm;nÞ 	 �5�ðm;nÞ: (30)

Then in terms of c ðm;nÞ and ~�ðm;nÞ the mass term is written
as �

m� in

R
�c ðm;nÞ ~�ðm;nÞ þ H:c:

�
�mB

�c ðm;nÞc ðm;nÞ

þmB
�~�
ðm;nÞ ~�ðm;nÞ; (31)

whose mass matrix is now Hermitian, i.e.

Mðm;nÞ
f ¼ mB � m�in

R� mþin
R �mB

 !
: (32)

The matrix Mðm;nÞ
f is diagonalized by an unitary matrix

Uðm;nÞ,

Uðm;nÞyMðm;nÞ
f Uðm;nÞ ¼

mðm;nÞ
f 0

0 �mðm;nÞ
f

0
@

1
A;

Uðm;nÞ ¼ 1 0

0 ei’
ðm;nÞ

 !
cos�ðm;nÞ sin�ðm;nÞ

�sin�ðm;nÞ cos�ðm;nÞ

 !

¼ cos�ðm;nÞ sin�ðm;nÞ

�sin�ðm;nÞei’ðm;nÞ
cos�ðm;nÞei’ðm;nÞ

 !

(33)

where

mðm;nÞ
f 	

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

B þm2 þ n2

R2

s
; tan’ðm;nÞ 	 n

m
;

tan2�ðm;nÞ 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2þn2

p
R

mB

:

(34)

Let us note that by a chiral transformation to change the

sign of the eigenvalue �mðm;nÞ
f we have degenerate mass

eigenvalues and then a further unitary transformation by an

arbitrary unitary matrix Vðm;nÞ becomes possible. Thus, the

mass eigenstates c 0ðm;nÞ and �0ðm;nÞ are related to the
original fields as

c ðm;nÞ
~�ðm;nÞ

 !
¼ Uðm;nÞ 1 0

0 �5

� �
Vðm;nÞ c 0ðm;nÞ

�0ðm;nÞ

 !
; (35)

or in terms of Weyl fermions1 as

c ðm;nÞ
R

~�ðm;nÞ
R

 !
¼ Uðm;nÞVðm;nÞ c 0ðm;nÞ

R

�0ðm;nÞ
R

 !
;

c ðm;nÞ
L

~�ðm;nÞ
L

 !
¼ Uðm;nÞ 1 0

0 �1

� �
Vðm;nÞ c 0ðm;nÞ

L

�0ðm;nÞ
L

 !
:

(36)

The freedom of Vðm;nÞ may signal the internal symmetry
between two Dirac fermions obtained from a massive six-
dimensional Dirac fermion by dimensional reduction. Any
physical observables should be invariant under the unitary

transformation due to Vðm;nÞ. So, without loss of generality
we can choose a base where Vðm;nÞ ¼ Uðm;nÞy, to get

c ðm;nÞ
R

~�ðm;nÞ
R

 !
¼ c 0ðm;nÞ

R

�0ðm;nÞ
R

 !
;

c ðm;nÞ
L

~�ðm;nÞ
L

 !
¼ Ûðm;nÞ c 0ðm;nÞ

L

�0ðm;nÞ
L

 !
;

(37)

where the unitary and Hermitian matrix Ûðm;nÞ (Ûðm;nÞy ¼
Ûðm;nÞ, ðÛðm;nÞÞ2 ¼ I2) is given as [as is easily derived from
(33)]

1We define four-dimensional Weyl fermions as c R;L 	
1��5

2 c .
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Û ðm;nÞ ¼ Uðm;nÞ 1 0
0 �1

� �
Uðm;nÞy ¼ 1

mðm;nÞ
f

Mðm;nÞ
f

¼ 1

mðm;nÞ
f

mB � m�in
R� mþin

R �mB

 !
: (38)

Ûðm;nÞ denotes the asymmetry in the unitary transforma-
tions (36) between the right-handed and left-handed fer-
mions, which is of real physical interest. The mass term for
nonzero KK modes is thus written with degenerate mass

mðm;nÞ
f as

�mðm;nÞ
f ð �c 0ðm;nÞc 0ðm;nÞ þ ��0ðm;nÞ�0ðm;nÞÞ; (39)

where

c 0ðm;nÞ 	 c 0ðm;nÞ
R þ c 0ðm;nÞ

L ;

�0ðm;nÞ 	 �0ðm;nÞ
R þ�0ðm;nÞ

L :
(40)

Concerning the mass term for the zero mode, there is no
mixing between c and �, since only the state � exists:

�0ð0Þ ¼ �ð0Þ. The mass term takes a simple form

�mB
��0ð0Þ�0ð0Þ: (41)

Let us note that �0ð0Þ ¼ �ð0Þ and (41) are naturally ob-
tained formally setting m ¼ n ¼ 0 in (37)–(39).

We now move to the part relevant for the mass-squared
of gauge-Higgs bosons:

� 1
2ð�F�yF

�
y � F�zF

�
z þ F2

yzÞ
ðF�y ¼ @�Ay � @yA�; etc:Þ;

(42)

which may be written in terms of A! as

ð@�A!Þð@�A �!Þ þ ð@!A�Þð@ �!A
�Þ � fð@�A!Þð@ �!A

�Þ
þ ð@�A �!Þð@!A�Þg þ 1

2
ð@ �!A! � @!A �!Þ2�

A �! ¼ A�
!; @! ¼ @y � i@zffiffiffi

2
p ; etc:

�
: (43)

Since the sector of nonzero KKmodes possess a Higgs-like
mechanism, in order to form four-dimensional massive
gauge bosons, we now introduce the gauge-fixing term à
la R� gauge [10]:

� 1

2�
f@�A� � �ð@!A �! þ @ �!A!Þg2: (44)

The aim is to eliminate the term in (43), which may be
rewritten, after partial integrals, as �ð@!A �! þ
@ �!A!Þ@�A�.

Combining (43) and (44) we get

ð@!A�Þð@ �!A
�Þ � 1

2�
ð@�A�Þ2 þ ð@�A!Þð@�A �!Þ

� �

2
ð@!A �! þ @ �!A!Þ2 þ 1

2
ð@ �!A! � @!A �!Þ2: (45)

We thus realize that Reð@ �!A!Þ and Imð@ �!A!Þ, i.e.
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

m2þn2
p ðmAðm;nÞ

y þ nAðm;nÞ
z Þ and 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

m2þn2
p ð�nAðm;nÞ

y þ
mAðm;nÞ

z Þ behave as a would-be N-G boson and physical
Higgs boson, respectively, for nonzero KK modes.
In fact, substituting (19) and (28) in (45) and integrating

over y and z, we get corresponding four-dimensional ef-
fective Lagrangian,

1

2

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

m2 þ n2

R2
Aðm;nÞ
� A�ðm;nÞ � 1

2�

�
ð@�Að0Þ�Þ2

þ X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

ð@�Aðm;nÞ�Þ2
�
þ 1

2

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

�
ð@�Gðm;nÞÞ

� ð@�Gðm;nÞÞ þ ð@�Hðm;nÞÞð@�Hðm;nÞÞ

� �
m2 þ n2

R2
Gðm;nÞ2 �m2 þ n2

R2
Hðm;nÞ2

�
; (46)

where Gðm;nÞ and Hðm;nÞ denote the would-be N-G boson
and the physical Higgs boson:

Gðm;nÞðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 þ n2

p ðmAðm;nÞ
y ðxÞ þ nAðm;nÞ

z ðxÞÞ;

Hðm;nÞðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 þ n2

p ð�nAðm;nÞ
y ðxÞ þmAðm;nÞ

z ðxÞÞ:
(47)

It is now clear that we get a massless photon Að0Þ
� , along

with a massive photon Aðm;nÞ
� and massive Higgs boson

Hðm;nÞ, both having masses Mðm;nÞ
V 	

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2þn2

p
R , in the four-

dimensional spectrum.

V. THE INTERACTION VERTICES

Having KK-mode expansions for each field, we are now
ready to calculate the interaction vertices in terms of four-
dimensional fields. First, we focus on the interaction ver-

tices of four-dimensional gauge fields Aðm;nÞ
� (and Að0Þ

� ).
Since the interaction preserves the chirality of fermions
and the right-handed fermions are not associated with
unitary transformation when described by mass eigenstates
[see (37)] we initially restrict ourselves to the interaction
vertices for the right-handed fermions. The relevant part of

the Lagrangian is ( ~� 	 �5�)

gð �c��Rc þ �~���R ~�ÞA�: (48)

Substituting (24) and (28) in (48), with the mode expansion
for � being modified as

~�ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R
�5�ð0ÞðxÞ þ 1

2�R

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

~�ðm;nÞðxÞ

�
�
cos

�
myþ nz

R

�
þ cos

�
mz� ny

R

��
;

(49)

we get after y and z integrations the interaction vertices
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with respect to nonzero KK modes,

X1
m;m0;m00¼1

X1
n;n0;n00¼0

g4
2

�c 0ðm;nÞðxÞ ��0ðm;nÞðxÞ� 	
Uðm0;n0Þ

Rðm;n;m00;n00Þ

� ��R
c 0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ
�0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

 !
� Aðm0;n0Þ

� ðxÞ;

Uðm0;n0Þ
Rðm;n;m00;n00Þ ¼

vðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þ 0

0 Vðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þ

0
@

1
A; (50)

where g4 	 g
2�R is the four-dimensional gauge coupling

and the vertex functions are given as2

Vðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þ ¼ �mþm0�m00�nþn0�n00 þ �mþn0�m00�n�m0�n00

þ �mþn0�n00�n�m0þm00 þ �m�m0þm00�n�n0þn00

þ �m�m0þn00�n�n0�m00 þ �m�m0�m00�n�n0�n00

þ �m�m0�n00�n�n0þm00 þ �m�n0þn00�nþm0�m00

þ �m�n0�m00�nþm0�n00 ; (51)

vðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þ ¼ �mþm0�m00�nþn0�n00 þ �mþn0�m00�n�m0�n00

þ i�mþn0�n00�n�m0þm00 � �m�m0þm00�n�n0þn00

� i�m�m0þn00�n�n0�m00 þ �m�m0�m00�n�n0�n00

þ i�m�m0�n00�n�n0þm00 � i�m�n0þn00�nþm0�m00

þ �m�n0�m00�nþm0�n00 : (52)

The interaction vertices including at least one zero mode
are also given by the same form as (50), but the vertex
functions are different by factor 2 from what we obtain by
formally generalizing (51) and (52) to the case of zero
mode:

Vð0;0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þ ¼ 2�m;m00�n;n00 ðm;m00; n; n00 � 0Þ;

vð0;0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þ ¼ 2�m;m00�n;n00 ðm;m00 � 1; n; n00 � 0Þ;
Vðm0;n0Þ
ð0;0;m00;n00Þ ¼ 2�m0;m00�n0;n00 ðm0 � 1;m00 � 0; n0; n00 � 0Þ;
Vðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;0;0Þ ¼ 2�m;m0�n;n0 ðm� 0;m0 � 1; n; n0 � 0Þ:

(53)

In the case of the left-handed current, the A� interaction is

written as

X1
m;m0;m00¼1

X1
n;n0;n00¼0

g4
2

�c 0ðm;nÞðxÞ ��0ðm;nÞðxÞ� 	
Uðm0;n0Þ

Lðm;n;m00;n00Þ

� ��L
c 0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ
�0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

 !
� Aðm0;n0Þ

� ðxÞ;

Uðm0;n0Þ
Lðm;n;m00;n00Þ ¼ Ûðm;nÞyUðm0;n0Þ

Rðm;n;m00;n00ÞÛ
ðm00;n00Þ: (54)

Actually, in a process where only the left-handed current

appears without any chirality flip, the unitary matrices Û
are irrelevant,

� � � Ûðm;nÞÛðm;nÞyUðm0;n0Þ
Rðm;n;m00;n00ÞÛ

ðm00;n00ÞÛðm00;n00Þy � � �
¼ � � �Uðm0;n0Þ

Rðm;n;m00;n00Þ � � � : (55)

This reflects the fact that the freedom of Vðm;nÞ in (36)

enables us to choose Vðm;nÞ ¼ �3U
ðm;nÞy if we wish, so that

Ûðm;nÞ appears in the right-handed current instead of the
left-handed current. On the other hand, in processes with

chirality flip, the matrices Ûðm;nÞ can not be eliminated and
describe the amplitudes.
From (38), (50), (53), and (54), we find that the interac-

tion vertex of the ordinary photon Að0Þ
� takes the usual QED

form:

g4

�X1
m¼0

X1
n¼0

��0ðm;nÞ���0ðm;nÞ

þ X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

�c 0ðm;nÞ��c 0ðm;nÞ
�
Að0Þ
� : (56)

Next, we discuss the interaction vertices of A! and A �!.
The relevant part of the Lagrangian is

ffiffiffi
2

p
gfi �c ~�A! þ H:c:g: (57)

Here A! is mode expanded in terms of Gðm;nÞ and Hðm;nÞ as

A!ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2�R

X1
m¼1

X1
n¼0

m� inffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðm2 þ n2Þp fGðm;nÞðxÞ

� iHðm;nÞðxÞg �
�
sin

�
myþ nz

R

�

þ i sin

�
ny�mz

R

��
: (58)

We thus realize that once we get the vertex function for

Gðm0;n0ÞðxÞ, then the vertex function for Hðm0;n0ÞðxÞ is readily
obtained by multiplying by �i.
As A! has Z4-eigenvalue�i, the vertex functions can be

written in terms of vðm00;n00Þ
ðm;n;m0;n0Þ, obtained by an exchange of

ðm0; n0Þ $ ðm00; n00Þ in (52):

X1
m;m0;m00¼1

X1
n;n0;n00¼0

g4
2

m0 � in0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m02 þ n02

p �c ðm;nÞðxÞivðm00;n00Þ
ðm;n;m0;n0Þ ~�

ðm00;n00Þ

� ðxÞfGðm0;n0ÞðxÞ � iHðm0;n0ÞðxÞg þ H:c: (59)

Rewriting in terms of mass eigenstates for the fermions, we
get (for nonzero KK modes)

2Here we use the abbreviation for Kronecker’s delta: �m 	
�m;0.
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X1
m;m0;m00¼1

X1
n;n0;n00¼0

g4
2

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m02 þ n02

p
�

�c 0ðm;nÞðxÞ ��0ðm;nÞðxÞ� 	 � m0�in0

mðm00 ;n00Þ
f

m00þin00
R ivðm00;n00Þ

ðm;n;m0;n0Þ � m0�in0

mðm00 ;n00Þ
f

mBiv
ðm00;n00Þ
ðm;n;m0;n0Þ

þ m0þin0

mðm00 ;n00 Þ
f

mBð�iÞvðm;nÞ�
ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ � m0þin0

mðm00 ;n00Þ
f

m00�in00
R ð�iÞvðm;nÞ�

ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA

�L
c 0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ
�0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

 !
�Gðm0;n0ÞðxÞ � i �c 0ðm;nÞðxÞ ��0ðm;nÞðxÞ� 	

�
� m0�in0

mðm00 ;n00 Þ
f

m00þin00
R ivðm00;n00Þ

ðm;n;m0;n0Þ � m0�in0

mðm00 ;n00 Þ
f

mBiv
ðm00;n00Þ
ðm;n;m0;n0Þ

� m0þin0

mðm00 ;n00 Þ
f

mBð�iÞvðm;nÞ�
ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ þ m0þin0

mðm00 ;n00 Þ
f

m00�in00
R ð�iÞvðm;nÞ�

ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ

0
BB@

1
CCAL c 0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

�0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

 !
�Hðm0;n0ÞðxÞ

�

þ X1
m;m0;m00¼1

X1
n;n0;n00¼0

g4
2

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m02 þ n02

p
�

�c 0ðm;nÞðxÞ ��0ðm;nÞðxÞ� 	 �m0þin0

mðm;nÞ
f

m�in
R ð�iÞvðm;nÞ�

ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ þm0�in0

mðm;nÞ
f

mBiv
ðm00;n00Þ
ðm;n;m0;n0Þ

�m0þin0

mðm;nÞ
f

mBð�iÞvðm;nÞ�
ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ �m0�in0

mðm;nÞ
f

mþin
R ivðm00;n00Þ

ðm;n;m0;n0Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA

�R
c 0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ
�0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

 !
�Gðm0;n0ÞðxÞ � i �c 0ðm;nÞðxÞ ��0ðm;nÞðxÞ� 	 þm0þin0

mðm;nÞ
f

m�in
R ð�iÞvðm;nÞ�

ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ þm0�in0

mðm;nÞ
f

mBiv
ðm00;n00Þ
ðm;n;m0;n0Þ

þm0þin0

mðm;nÞ
f

mBð�iÞvðm;nÞ�
ðm00;n00;m0;n0Þ �m0�in0

mðm;nÞ
f

mþin
R ivðm00;n00Þ

ðm;n;m0;n0Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA

�R
c 0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ
�0ðm00;n00ÞðxÞ

 !
�Hðm0;n0ÞðxÞ

�
: (60)

FIG. 4. The interaction vertices where one of the external fermion lines is the zero mode �0ð0Þ.
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The interaction vertices including at least one zero mode
are also given by the same form as (60), by use of (53).

It is interesting to note that a sort of ‘‘equivalence
theorem’’ holds concerning the interaction vertices of non-

zero KK modes Aðm;nÞ
� and Gðm;nÞ, which are expected to

hold as the result of Higgs-like mechanism operative in the
sector of massive gauge-Higgs bosons. For illustrative
purpose, we focus on the interaction vertices where one

of external fermion lines is the zero mode �0ð0Þ shown in
Fig. 4, which are easily obtained from Eqs. (38), (50), (53),
(54), and (60).

For instance, multiplying k�

Mðm;nÞ
V

(k�: the 4-momentum of

Aðm;nÞ
� ) to the current coupled with the massive photon, we

get a relation by use of equations of motions for fermions

k�

Mðm;nÞ
V

g4 ��
ð0Þ��

�
Rþ mB

mðm;nÞ
f

L

�
�0ðm;nÞ

¼ �g4
Mðm;nÞ

V

mðm;nÞ
f

��ð0ÞL�0ðm;nÞ; (61)

where the right-hand side just coincides with (i times) the

current coupled with Gðm;nÞ.

VI. CP-VIOLATING PHOTON INTERACTION

Now we are ready to confirm that CP violation is
realized in our theory by showing that the imaginary
couplings in the interaction vertices remain even after the
rephasing of fermions [1].

As we have seen in the previous section, the interaction
vertices of KK modes of A�, G, and H are rather compli-

cated. We thus restrict ourselves to the interaction vertices
of A�, although the Yukawa couplings of KK modes of G

and H also violate CP, as is suggested by the equivalence
theorem. To make the analysis as transparent as possible,
we consider only the right-handed current of c 0 coupled to
A�, as shown in (50), since the corresponding current due

to�0 described by V has no phases. If all of n, n0 and n00 are
set to 0 the interaction vertex becomes real, as is seen in
(52) and (53). Thus we consider the case where n ¼ n0 ¼ 0
but n00 � 1, as the simplest nontrivial possibility:

X1
m;m0;m00;n00¼1

g4
2

�c 0ðmÞvðm0Þ
ðm;m00;n00Þ�

�Rc 0ðm00;n00ÞAðm0Þ
� ; (62)

vðm0Þ
ðm;m00;n00Þ 	 vðm0;0Þ

ðm;0;m00;n00Þ ¼ i�m;n00�m0;m00 þ �m;m00�m0;n00 ;

(63)

where we use the notation c 0ðmÞ 	 c 0ðm;0Þ, etc. Our task is
to see whether the phase i in (63) can be eliminated by

suitable rephasing of c 0ðmÞ and c 0ðm00;n00Þ, or not. More
explicitly (62) is written, by use of (63), as

X1
m;m0¼1

g4
2
½ �c 0ðmÞ��Rc 0ðm;m0ÞAðm0Þ

�

þ i �c 0ðm0Þ��Rc 0ðm;m0ÞAðmÞ
� �: (64)

Write the rephasing by use of phases �m and �m;m0 as

c 0ðmÞ ! ei�mc 0ðmÞ; c 0ðm;m0Þ ! ei�m;m0 c 0ðm;m0Þ: (65)

For the case of m ¼ m0, two interaction terms in (64) are
actually identical and the resulting complex coupling ð1þ
iÞg4 can be made real by rephasing satisfying a condition

�m ��m;m ¼ �

4
ðmod�Þ; (66)

where mod� reflects the freedom to add an arbitrary
multiple of �. For m � m0, the two terms in (64) are
mutually independent, and we get two independent con-
ditions in order to eliminate the CP phases from the
interaction Lagrangian:

�m ��m;m0 ¼ 0 ðmod�Þ; (67)

�m0 ��m;m0 ¼ �

2
ðmod�Þ: (68)

The condition (66) can be trivially satisfied. Namely, for
given �m, we can always find the solution of �m;m. The

combination of (67) and (68), however, give rise to non-
trivial conditions for �m:

�m ��m0 ¼ �

2
ðmod�Þ: (69)

Since this condition should be met for arbitrary m and m0
(m � m0), we realize that all �m (m � m0) must be the
same (mod�) for given m0. As the m0, in turn, can be
arbitrary we find that all �m should be the same (mod�):

�1 ¼ �2 ¼ � � � ðmod�Þ: (70)

On the other hand (70) clearly contradicts (69). Thus we
conclude that the conditions (67) and (68) are incompatible
with each other and the CP-violating phases cannot be
removed by the rephasing. Let us note that if some part
of the interaction Lagrangian violates CP, so does the
whole Lagrangian. Hence we have confirmed that CP is
violated in our model.

VII. REPHASING INVARIANT QUANTITIES

Although we have shown that CP is violated in our
model by considering a concrete example, for the com-
pleteness of the argument it would be desirable to identify
rephasing invariant CP violating parameters, à la the
Jarlskog parameter in the Kobayashi-Maskawa model [7].
It would be also helpful in understanding what are the
physical invariants appearing in the amplitudes of CP
violating processes. As a matter of fact, in our model the
free Lagrangian of fermions has a larger symmetry than the
rephasing: it is invariant under the unitary transformation
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described by Vðm;nÞ in (36). Thus the CP violating observ-
ables should be invariant under the transformation and
therefore they are written as the imaginary parts of the

trace of the products of the matrices Uðm0;n0Þ
R;Lðm;n;m00;n00Þ (for the

case of A� interaction).

First, let us focus on the observables due to Aðm0;n0Þ
�

interactions where each fermion propagator possesses no
chirality flip. Let us note that as far as processes without
chirality flip are considered there is no difference between
the processes due to right- and left-handed currents, as we
have already discussed. Thus, here we consider only the
processes due to the right-handed current.

Our task is to find nonvanishing imaginary parts of the

trace of the products of Uðm0;n0Þ
R;Lðm;n;m00;n00Þ, appearing in the

Aðm0;n0Þ
� vertex [see (50)–(52)]:

Im TrðUðm0;n0Þ
Rðm;n;m00;n00ÞU

ðm000;n000Þ
Rðm00;n00;m0000;n0000Þ � � �Þ

¼ Imðvðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þv

ðm000;n000Þ
ðm00;n00;m0000;n0000Þ � � �Þ; (71)

corresponding to the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 5. In
Fig. 5, the fermions form a closed loop, thus making (71)
invariant under the unitary transformation,

Uðm0;n0Þ
Rðm;n;m00;n00Þ ! Vðm;nÞyUðm0;n0Þ

Rðm;n;m00;n00ÞV
ðm00;n00Þ; (72)

corresponding to the freedom of Vðm;nÞ in (36). In the case
of Kobayashi-Maskawa model, the Jarlskog parameter
arises only at the fourth order of the KM matrix elements
VKM
i	 ; J ¼ jImðVKM

i	 VKM�
j	 VKM

j
 VKM�
i
 Þjði � j; 	 � 
Þ. In

our model, however, the imaginary part is found to arise

already at the second order of vðm0;n0Þ
Rðm;n;m00;n00Þ,

Im ðvðm0;n0Þ
ðm;n;m00;n00Þv

ðm000;n000Þ
ðm00;n00;m;nÞÞ; (73)

because of the variety of the KK modes Aðm0;n0Þ
� . For in-

stance, if we set

m ¼ 1; n ¼ a; m0 ¼ 2; n0 ¼ aþ 2;

m00 ¼ 1; n00 ¼ 2; m000 ¼ aþ 1; n000 ¼ 1;

(74)

with an arbitrary positive integer að� 2Þ, we find

Im ðvð2;aþ2Þ
ð1;a;1;2Þv

ðaþ1;1Þ
ð1;2;1;aÞÞ ¼ 1: (75)

VIII. A BRIEF COMMENT ON THE EDM OF
ELECTRON

Arguments given above have shown that the CP violat-
ing phases remain even after the rephasing of the fields and
therefore CP is broken as the consequence of the compac-
tification on T2=Z4. As a concrete example of a CP violat-
ing observable here we comment on the electric dipole
moment (EDM) of electron, since the EDM does not need
the fermion generation structure, which is ignored in our
model.
We first focus on the possible 1-loop contributions to the

EDM, where the intermediate states are the nonzero KK
modes of electron and gauge-Higgs bosons. The relevant 1-
loop diagrams are those in Fig. 6.
Since the Feynman diagrams are divided into two types,

i.e. diagrams with the exchanges of four-dimensional vec-
tor and four-dimensional scalar, it may be useful to derive
general formulas for the amplitudes of these two types of

diagrams, due to generic interactions, �~c��ðaLþ
bRÞ�0ð0ÞV� þ H:c: and �~c ða0Lþ b0RÞ�0ð0ÞSþ H:c:, re-

spectively, where ~c , V�, S denote intermediate states of
fermion, four-dimensional vector and four-dimensional
scalar. The general formulas for these two types of dia-
grams are known to be proportional to 2i Imðab�Þ and
2i Imða0b0�Þ, respectively [6].
This observation immediately leads to an important

conclusion that we do not get the EDM at least at the 1-
loop level. Namely, all of 2i Imðab�Þ and 2i Imða0b0�Þ
obtained from the interaction vertices shown in Fig. 4
vanish. Let us remember that to get an EDM both P and
CP symmetries should be broken. The origin we find for
the cancellation of the 1-loop contribution arises from the
fact that the orbifolding does not violate P symmetry,
while it does break CP, since as is seen in (26) the extra
space coordinates are invariant under the P transformation.
At the first glance this argument seems to contradict the
fact that the right- and left-handed currents coupled to the
nonzero KKmodes of the photon are not identical [see (50)

and (54)]. We, however, realize that if we choose Vðm;nÞ ¼
�3U

ðm;nÞy, instead of Vðm;nÞ ¼ Uðm;nÞy in (36), the roles of
right- and left-handed fermions are exchanged, compared
with the case of (37). This implies that the contribution to
the EDM should be invariant under the exchange a $ b
and therefore Imðab�Þ ¼ Imðba�Þ ¼ 0.

FIG. 5. An example of Feynman diagram describing rephasing
invariant quantities.
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As far as the vanishing contribution to the EDM has its
origin in the P symmetry of the model, we anticipate that
the EDM will not emerge even at the higher loop Feynman
diagrams, though the explicit computations are desirable to
settle the issue. Nevertheless, we still expect that EDM gets
nonvanishing contribution as long as the CP symmetry is
violated by the orbifolding, once the model is made real-
istic in a way it can incorporate the standard model, where
P symmetry is broken.

IX. SUMMARY

In this paper we addressed the question of how CP
violation is realized in the scenario of gauge-Higgs uni-
fication, where the interaction of the Higgs is governed by
a gauge principle and therefore to get CP violating phases
is a challenging issue.

As a simple and nontrivial example we examined a 6-
dimensional U(1) model compactified on an 2-dimensional
orbifold T2=Z4. First we extended an argument of how
four-dimensional CP transformation is related to the com-
plex structure of the extra space and showed that the
adopted Z4 orbifolding is incompatible with such defined
CP symmetry and therefore leads to CP violation. Next,
we confirmed the expectation by extensively studying the
interaction vertices derived from the overlap integrals over
the extra space coordinates of mode functions. We could
get CP violating phases which do not vanish even after the
possible rephasing of the relevant fields. For completeness,
we derived a rephasing invariant CP violating parameter,
following a similar argument in the Kobayashi-Maskawa
model which led to the Jarlskog parameter.

As a typical example of CP violating observable we
made a brief comment on the EDM of electron in our
model. It turned out that at the 1-loop level, the EDM
gets no contributions. The origin of the vanishing EDM
in our model was argued to be the fact that the orbifolding
does not break the P symmetry, while both of P and CP
symmetries should be broken to get a nonvanishing EDM.
Nevertheless, the EDM is expected to get a nonvanishing
contribution as long as the CP symmetry is violated by the
orbifolding, once the model is made realistic in a way that
incorporates the standard model where P symmetry is
broken. The chiral theory with P violation will be realized,
once we start from six-dimensional Weyl fermion with
definite eigenvalue of �7, instead of six-dimensional
Dirac fermion, though in that case we have to ensure the
cancellation of six-dimensional anomaly [9] by suitably
choosing the matter content.
An interesting candidate of such realistic higher dimen-

sional gauge theory of the type discussed in this paper may
be the theory based on the ‘‘gauge-Higgs unification’’
scenario. The scenario was proposed long time ago [11–
14], where the Higgs field is identified with the zero mode
of an extra spatial component of higher dimensional gauge
fields. It has been revived as one of the attractive scenarios
solving the hierarchy problem without invoking supersym-
metry [15]. This is based on the observation that the
quantum correction to the Higgs mass is finite and insen-
sitive to the ultraviolet (UV) cutoff of the theory thanks
to the higher dimensional local gauge symmetry, in spite
of the fact that higher dimensional gauge theories are
generally regarded as nonrenormalizable. Since then,
many interesting works based on this scenario have ap-

FIG. 6. Feynman diagrams for electron EDM at the 1-loop level.
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peared in the literature from various points of view [16–
39].

Strictly speaking, the U(1) model discussed in this paper
is not a model of gauge-Higgs unification, as the extra
space component of gauge field does not have a zero
mode that behaves as a Higgs field. We, however, believe
that the discussions of the mechanism of CP violation
extended in this paper holds in general for the models of
gauge-Higgs unification with larger gauge symmetries in-
cluding that of the standard model, since the mechanism is
based on the manner of compactification and does not
depend on the choice of the gauge group. It, however,
should be pointed out that the introduction of brane-
localized fields and their interactions with bulk fields
may be needed to make the theory realistic [30]. The
localized mixing mass parameter may become another
source of CP violation, independent of the mechanism of
CP violation due to the compactification discussed in this
paper.

It is interesting to note that the proposed mechanism of
CP violation due to the Z4 orbifolding does not need flavor

or generation structure, as our U(1) model incorporates
only 1 generation, i.e. the electron. The CP violation is
achieved through the interactions including nonzero KK
modes. From such a point of view, our mechanism of CP
violation is quite different from that in the Kobayashi-
Maskawa model. It will be an interesting and important
question how the mechanism of CP violation can be ex-
tended when we include multiple generations. Once the
generations are introduced we will be able to discuss other
well-known CP violating observables caused by flavor
changing neutral current processes, such as � in the neutral
kaon system or CP asymmetries in B meson decays.
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